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Abstract. The $tumor^{-}\dot{m}lm\iota me$ system interaction seems to be able to be expressed mechanically,

mathematically. to a large extent. One of main aims here is to express the state of $tumor^{-}$inmlune

system mechanically, analytically and quantitatively, and another is to make strategies to cure by

making the practical numerical model and its software. Analytical methods and its software which

gives us concrete numbers to be able to be applied to treatments in the tumor immune system have a

possibility to give information which can not be obtained without them. This analysis is eigenvalue

analysis, and the local ignition at eigenvalue $\lambda=1$ has a special meaning for the cure. The distance

to the local ignition is also important where treatments to make the distance smaller or zero should be

made. Here, the behaviors under the sub ignition state to cure and the movement mechanism from

the sub-ignition to the local ignition with the control mechanism of the immune system are shown.

The effect of the tendency for tumor cells to tend to become less differentiated and more independent

is inspected.

1. Introduction
As $t\iota mlor-$ inmune system interaction has the aspects of information processing and dymamic

system. One of the aims here is to express the interaction mechanically, mathematically,

analytically and quantitatively One of main aims here is to express the state of tumorimmune

system in such a way, and another is to make strategies to cure by making the practical numerical
model and its software.

An analytical method and its software which gives us concrete numbers to be applied to

treatments have a possibility to give information which can not be obtained without them.
Moreover, its discrete numerical analysis with the numerical model and the use of Monte Carlo

simulation are considered, and its computer software is being developed for the calculation of the

model. This situation leads to the numerical realization of the phenomena and gives us the

quantitative analysis by a discrete numerical simulation even if there are not enough mathematical

equations.

Here, one ofmain aims is a practical application which means the reahzation ofthe numerical total

model and its concrete numerical useful results.
This modelng and their simulations are widely conducted in the areas like power plants.

The numerical simulation can be realized by hmiting the simulation area like Extended field model

shown in section 2 in the solid tumor although the route to lymph nodes and from them is taken into

account. These analytical conditions give us the eigenvalue problem situation and characteristics like
eigenvalues greater than 1 or not and quantitative values like to the distance to eigenvalue $\lambda=1$

although the eigenvalue problem situation varies. Here the state $\lambda=1$ is named local ignition where

the immune system is activated abruptly and locally..So we can inspect various conditions to reach the

local ignition to cure. One ofcharacteristics ofthis analysis is that contact probability between a tumor

peptide and $T$ cell receptor is considered to have an equal effect with affinity between a tumor peptide

and $T$ cell receptor and killing probabihty. They give the same effect to achieve the local ignition.
Here, The effect of $Toe\grave{1}1s$ are mainly considered, this is due to the largeness of the $T$ oell effect to

tumor (ref. 2).

Many ofthese contents are already expressed in ref. 1, 5 and 6. Here, they are arranged and shown
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with additional explanation to aim for practical application and the production of the $\infty$mputer

software. The practical application is a key aim here.
Moreover, the following two themes are inspected. (1) and (2) are shown in section 3 and 4

respectively.
(1) The behavior and the effects of the immmune system to attack a solid tumor in the state of

sub-ignition, which means here the state where the local ignition is not yet achieved $\lambda<1$ , is shown.

The behaviors under the sub-ignition state to cure and the movement mechanism ffom the
sub.ignition to the local ignition with the $\infty$ntrol mechanism ofthe immmume system are also shown.
(2) TL mor $\infty \mathbb{I}s$ tend to not only evolve to overcome and survive the state of bad $\infty$nditional

environments around them where there are less oxygen, less nutrition and much waste

but also become the state less and less differentiated gradually.

The less differentiated and more independent tumor cells are inspected. In the beginning of the

tumor, the state of tumor cells can be thought to be differentiated like the healthy cells, then the

behavior of $T$ oelk in the immmume system appears to be clear, but in the state less differentiated and
more independent, the behavior and the analysis seem to become much more $\infty$mplicated.

2. The basic model to reahze aims
2.1 Explanation ofthe model

The basic model to realize these aims is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. lAfield model and its relationship with the whole cancer mass and alymph node
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The area where the analysis should be conducted is shown in the following as Extended field
model.

Extended field model. . . an area where adjacent field models are included and $T$ cells
concentration, etc. are statistically much less variable with nearly zero fluctuation by input
and output $T$ cells

Field model . . . an area with the common environment useful for an efficient calculation
as shown in Fig. 1.

$\lceil$Input $data\rfloor$

Mean free path of $T$ cell
Averaged frequency of $T$ oell movement
The concentration of $T$ cells which have higher affinities to the tumor peptide around the solid
tumor . [T]

Initial distribution oftumor cells etc.
$\lceil$Output d$ata\rfloor$

Maximum eigenvalue. . . This means Tact cell (activated $T$ cell) proliferation rate, etc.
Eigenvector . . . proliferation speed spatial distribution ofTact cell concentration [Tact],

etc.. The distribution shape and scale gradually change.
The basic model is a $\infty$mparably small area which determines the environment and the

eigenvalue problem from it where we $m$ get characteristically and quantitatively important data not
to be obtainedwithout the model.

$\lambda{\rm Im}$

1

$\epsilon$

Fig. 2 $\lambda_{1m}v.s.x$ and $T_{act}v.s.x$ graphs. Here $x$ is total effect to increase $\lambda_{m}$ like [L2]

$\lambda_{m}$
$x$ . . Total effect to increase $\lambda_{m}$ like [IL2]

. . . $[T_{a}d$

$\epsilon$ Entering Th cells and Tc cells with a high

affinity into the field model constantly
to a cancer peptide

$\lambda_{m}$ The $T$ cells proliferation rate which is the eigenvalue ofthe eigenvalue problem shown
in equation (1) in section 2.1.

[Tact] The $\infty$ncentration of activated $T$ cells which is, for example, the number ofT cells per unit
volume
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[L2] The $\infty$ncentration of interleukin 2
[Characteristics ofthe model]

(1) Availability ofinput data
The input data should be known by inspection like blood inspection for the practical application
At least the input data ofthe model are $\infty$ntained in blood.

(2) $T$ cell activation and its works as effector $T$ cells are caused through the multiplication $of\alpha_{\backslash }$ $\beta$

and $\gamma$

$\alpha x\beta x\gamma$

$\alpha$
.

$\infty$ntact probability between $T$ cell and an antigen (tumor peptide)
$\beta$ . affinity ofT cell reoeptors to the tumor peptide
$\gamma$ probability to kill tumor cell a&r the $\infty$ntact and the affinity are achieved

From this mechanism $T$ oell movements and the enviromnentwhere $T$ oelk move easily
have almost the same effect with the affinity, $T$ oell concentration, etc. to $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ the effect ofT oelk
which are increased by vaccine therapy and to achieve the local ignition.
(3) Eigenvalue calculation $\cdots$ As the eigenvector changes gradually the equation ofthe eigenvalue
problem gradually changes.

Characteristic meaning

The achievement ofeigenvalue $\lambda=1$ (Fig. 2) is named local ignition here.
Quantitative meaning

The distance to $\lambda=1$ to cause the local ignition has an important value to cure (Fig. 2
Movement ofeigenvector

It is thought that these are due to mainly L2 which is a $\infty$mmon element to proliferate $T$ oells like
in Fig. 3 and secreted conrnonly by Tact (activated $T$ oelk) oelk.

$\lceil$Additional explanation ofthe local ignition$\rfloor$

(1) The logical $\infty$nnection has positive feedback loops.
(2) Abrupt proliferation ofTact cells is caused by the achievement of $\lambda=1.$

(3) The local ignition has a similarity with association in the brain
(4) There seem often positive feedbacks in inmune cells which cause the local ignition like $T$ oelk

Fig. 3 Positive feedback relationship

2.$2An$ example ofexpected control mechanism
An example ofexpected $\infty$ntrol mechanism is shown in Fig. 4.

$\lceil The$ effects ofthe model and the analysis$\rfloor$

(1) $T$ cell movement (mean free path and movement frequency) affects the $\infty$ntact probabihty

between tumor cell peptides and $T$ cell reoeptors, and the $\infty$ntact probability is $\infty$nsidered to have an
equal effect with affinity between a tumor peptide and $T$ oell receptor. They give the same effect to
achieve the local ignition like shown in section 2.1.
(2) On the other hand, a therapy like vaccine therapy (ref. 3) is thought to increase the affimty and $T$

cell $\infty$ncentration [T]. L2 therapy (ref. 4) increases the $\infty$noentration $nL2$] and enhance the
proliferation rate ofT cells as shown in Fig. 3. If some therapies which affect the $T$ cell movements and
heighten them, they $\infty$ntnbute to heighten $T$ cell activity and to achieve the local ignition.

If some set of multiple therapies lead to the increase of eigenvalue and to the state of the local
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ignition, it can have a big meaning for the cure. The multiple therapies can be any therapies induding

alternative therapies if they have the effects.
(3) By knowing the distance to the local ignition, $a$ $\infty$ncrete aim with a quantitative number can be

made, and strategies to approach the local ignition can be planned. If so, this may lead to

psychologically better effect.

Constant input

About why eigenvalue problem can be applied

Fig. $4An$ example ofmechanism to cause the local ignition
Thact . activated CD4 $T$ oell

Tcact activated CD8 $T$ cell

Thm memory CD4 $T$ cell
Tcm memory CD8 $T$ cell

3. Behavior in the state of sub-ignition, and move to the state of the local ignition and its automatic

control

3.1 Behavior in the state of sub-ignition
the behavior and the effects of the immune system to attack the solid tumor in the state of

sub ignition, which means here the state where the local ignition is not yet achieved $\lambda<1$ , is
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discussed. Ifthe proliferation rate of tumor cells is enough low, the state of the sub-ignition may have

an enough ability to ehminate the solid tumor. This state can be expressed by the following equations.

The behaviors can be inferred from the equation to a certain extent.
Equation (1) is expressed by eigenvalue problem expression.

$\lambda lm$ means eigenvalue which is the growth ofeigenvector.

$\lambda_{un}$

$\{\begin{array}{l}\{Tact\}\{T\rangle\{Tm\}\end{array}\}$ $=[A1Bm2B2$
$A2B1[0]Bm1A3[0]$

$\{\begin{array}{l}\{Tact\}\{T\}\{Tm\rangle\end{array}\}$

. . . (1)
Equation $(\emptyset$ is expressed by recurrent form meaning the same phenomena ofequation (1)

$\{T\}$ , {Tact} and {Tm} in equation (1) and {Tbffe} in equation (2) can include both cases of $CD4T$ and
$CD8T$. Here the expressions are simplified in equation (1) and (2).

$T$ . . . $T$ oell

Tact activated $T$ cell
Tm memory $T$ cell

Tbffe effector $T$ cell

Each element Ti of $\{T\}$ means the $\infty$noentration of $T$ cells at position $i$ which means the

number ofT cells in a unit volume at position $\dot{\iota}$

Here for example Bl submatrix depends on tumor cells and can be expressed by like
Bl $=b_{1}\cdot E\cdot\{C\}$ where bl is $\infty$nstant and depends on the $T$ cell movement and the affimty between

$T$ cell receptor and tumor cell peptides
$\{C\}$ tumor cells $\infty$noentration distribution like (T)

$E$ unit matffix

$\{\begin{array}{l}\{Tact\rangle\{B\{Tm\}\end{array}\}i+1$ $=\{\begin{array}{lll}A1 B1 Bm1B2 A2 [0]Bm2 [0] A3\end{array}\}$ $\{\begin{array}{l}\{Tact\}\{l?\{Tm\rangle\end{array}\}i$

. . . (2)

$\{\begin{array}{ll} \{Tact\} \{T\} \{Tm\rangle- \{bff e\}\end{array}\}$ $=[A1Bm2B3B2[0]A2[0]B1$
$Bm1A3[0][0]$ $A4[0][0][0]$

$\{\{Tm\rangle--\{^{r}I\‘{e} ffe\rangle\{T\}\{Tact\}$ $\}_{i}$

. . . (3)

$\{C\}_{i+1}=\lambda c\cdot E\cdot\{C\}_{i}$ –$\alpha\cdot(E\cdot\{T\infty ffe\})\cdot\{C\}_{i}$

$=$ $(\lambda c\cdot E-\alpha$ . ($E$ . {Reffe}) $)\cdot\{C\}_{i}$ (4)
$i$

Tceffe effector $T$ oell of $CD8T$ oell which means cytotoxic $T$ oell often expressed by CTL.

This means Teffe in equation (3).

$\lambda c$ The proliferation rate oftumor cells without any suppression by the immune system.

Equation (4) shows the dynamic behavior with the suppression by $T$ oells, and
for $\lambda c$ to be enough $sma\mathbb{I}$ in $\infty$mparison with $\parallel\{T\infty ffe\}\int\int$ can cause the deletion of tumor cells by

$T$ cells under the sub ignition.
$\chi_{c2}\{C\}=$ $(\lambda c\cdot E-\alpha$ . ($E$ . {Toeffe}) $)\cdot\{C\}$ (5)

$\lambda_{c2}$ the proliferation rate oftumor cells with the suppression by Tceffe cells.

Equation (5) means eigenvalue problem expression of equation (4). $\lambda_{c2}<1$ which means the
decrease of the tumor oelk can be achieved.
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3.2 Move to the state of the local ignition and its automatic $\infty$ntrol
If the proliferation rate of tumor cells is enough low for $T$ cells to delete the tumor cells completely

under the sub.ignition, the tumor cells disappear and the disease will be $\infty$mpletely cured.
When the tumor cells proliferate more and more although $T$ cells attack the tumor cells under the

sub ignition even if $\lambda_{m}$ becomes bigger and bigger under the sub ignition, it is necessary for
$\lambda_{m}$ to achieve the local ignition.

When the local ignition is achieved, the $\infty$ncentration of the activated $T$ cells $[T_{act}]$ becomes larger
and larger without hnmt theoretically beyond the point where the proliferation rate $\lambda_{c2}$ oftumor cells
become less than 1 for the tumor to become smaller until the tumor cells are completely deleted or
nearly completely deleted theoretically.

At that time, as shown in Fig.4, when there is no tumor cell for the positive feedback to be
maintained, and the positive feedback disappears.

Here, these show the example of the automatic $\infty$ntrol mechanism of the immune system by $T$

cells according to the existence of tumor cells..
At the process firom the sub-ignition to the local ignition, the clear recognition of the existenoe of

tumor cells by $T$ cells is necessary. The clear recognition may not be easy The some mechanism from
reliability about this is shown in ref. 6.

4. A study for why tumors are not easily cured without the achievement of the state of the local
ignition by thinkingmechanically
Here, we think about one of the reasons why in many cases of solid tumors they can not be cured

easily.
(1) Tumor cells tend to become the state less and less differentiated and more independent

gradually.
(2) Tumor cells evolve gradually to get abihties like angiogenesis and metastasis surviving the

state of bad $\infty$nditions where there can be less oxygen, less nutrition and much waste
materials.

In the case (1), the analysis and the model seem to become complicated abruptly not to catch the
dynamic behavior easily and clearly in $\infty$mparison with the state of differentiated tumor cells which
means a comparably early state of tumor as shown in the followings.

$\lceil Anexample\rfloor$ There is a case where tumor cells tend to present less MHC I and MHC IIgradually
(ref 2). Then $T$ cells with $\alpha/\beta$ receptor can not recognize easily even if they have $\infty$ntact with the
tumor cell.

This situation is similar to a lower state ofT cell concentration [T] with high affinities.
NK cells begin to work to kill the tumor cells instead ofCTLwhich is a Tbffe cell ofa CD8 $T$ cell (ref.

2). NK cells not only work to kill the tumor cells without bEfC I, but also effectively kin them by the
support ofantibodies which are produced by $B$ cells. The situation is namedADCC.
Here the existence of the local ignition is important to cause a strong response ofthe immune system,

but both NK cells and $B$ oells do not seem to have so strong positive feedback as $T$ cells, and
IL2 causes the proliferation ofboth NK cells and $B$ oells, but the local ignition by the set ofT cells
and IL2 will not be made easily from less MHC I and less MHC II although there are $T$ oells with
$\gamma/\delta$ receptor which recognize directly antigen withoutMHC I andMHC II (ref. 2). These situations
are shown in Fig. 5.

Ifwe think about only this situation in Fig. 5 mechanica]ly the local ignition by $T$ cells and IL2 will
become more and more difficult to be achieved, because the positive feedback caused by $T$ cells and
IL2 becomes weaker and weaker according to less MHC I and less MHC II (ref. 6).
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This situation may mean an actual hurdle to cure even ifthere is a $1\infty p$ like
NK $oe\mathbb{I}arrow FN-\gammaarrow T_{h1}$ (type 1 helper $Toe11$) $arrow$ Tact $arrow IL2arrow NK$ cell proliferation.

So from these mechanical discussions, various methods should be $\infty$nsidered enough to heighten
the activity.

Fig. 5A simple proliferation and stimulation relationship
5. Discussion

The model is a frame model which will be added more detailed expressions according to neoessity
although the present model will $\infty ver$ an effective and wide behaviors in the tumorimmune
interaction. Moreover, when the detailed expressions will be added, the model is expected to present
results nearer to the actual results.

The matrix expression is mainly used here. The expression can have more direct relationship with
Monte Carlo simulation method and making the software, mooeover it seems to have the ability to
express the tumor immune interaction situation and behavior freely.

In ref. 7, 4 $\infty$nditions to keep the parts of the body normal are proposed. These seem to be
neoessary to avoid tumor.
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